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The model of pulsar radio emission is discussed in which a coherent radio 
emission is excited in a vacuum gap above polar cap of neutron star. Pulsar X and 
gamma radiation are considered as the result of low-frequency radio emission inverse 
Compton scattering on ultra relativistic electrons accelerated in the gap. The influence 
of the pulsar magnetic field on Compton scattering is taken into account. The relation 
of radio and gamma radiation spectra has been found in the framework of the model. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Mechanisms responsible for low-frequency radiation in pulsars have long been known [1]. 
However, they include a difficulty in explaining coherence [2] necessary for the appearance of 
high brightness temperatures К1010~T 2825BR − , typical for the radio radiation from pulsars 
[3].  
A mechanism of coherent radio radiation, discussed by us, consists in exciting of oscillations 
in a “cavity resonator” [4] (Fig. 1), which is a vacuum gap. These oscillations are excited by 
electron bunches flowing from needles of the surface of the pulsar polar cap in the discharge 
process [5]. They can be microscopic bulges on the solid surface or wave peaks on the liquid 
surface of the polar cap in a high longitudinal electric field appearing in the gap [6]. 
In traditional mechanisms of pulsar radio radiation, bunches necessary for coherent radiation 
cannot be formed, because relativistic electron beams rapidly pass through oscillation generation 
regions in the inhomogeneous pulsar magnetosphere plasma. Conditions in discharges in the gap 
can be different. Since discharges occur “randomly” at different places of the polar cap, time is 
sufficient to form a next bunch: it is not limited by small times of acceleration and passage of an 
electron through the gap. 
In this work, we consider the connection of radio radiation appearing in the gap with X- and 
gamma rays from a pulsar that are generated due to the inverse Compton scattering1 of low-
                                                 
1 In this version we take into account the magnetic field influence on the Compton scattering, which was not been 
taken into account in [30].  
frequency oscillations on ultra relativistic electrons in the gap. As will be shown the hard 
radiation carries important information about oscillations in the gap. Note that the inverse 
Compton scattering was applied many times to explain radiation from pulsars, but it was 
considered on thermal photons of radiation from the polar cap [7] or on synchrophotons near the 
light cylinder [8]. The “after” Compton scattering with small frequency change was used to 
explain coherent radio radiation in the “porous” pulsar magnetosphere [9]. 
We consider here only the radiation emitted from the cavity through a “waveguide” 
appearing near the magnetic axis of the pulsar [10] (and we hope that received estimations will 
be valid for the more general case of radiation). The possibility of such radiation is corroborated 
for the three-humped shape of a pulse (as, e.g., from the PSR 0329-54 and 2045-15 pulsars), 
where the central hump is associated with radiation along the axis [11], whereas the other two 
humps are attributed to the maximum-curvature cone2 [1]. Such a central part is also present in 
pulses from certain gamma pulsars [12]. Radio radiation emitted through other channels, 
including that penetrating through the magnetosphere plasma, can have an intensity on the order 
of the intensity of the radiation emitted through the waveguide (at least for some pulsars [9]). 
Note that the effective radii of the waveguide can be different for radio radiation and hard 
radiation due to its complex shape and spectrum. 
 
Fig.1. “Resonator” and “waveguide” on the pulsar scheme in the open force line region. 
2. RADIO EMISSION IN A RESONATOR AND A WAVEGUIDE 
Let us consider low-frequency oscillations excited by discharges in the vacuum gap of a pulsar.  
                                                 
2 The formation of the cone and corresponding two-humped pulse shape is connected not only with the maximum-curvature field 
lines at the periphery of the polar cap, but also with geometric conditions of pair production, for which the angle of intersection 
of a photon with the field line in which a pair is produced must be sufficiently large [3]. Only photons emitted from the peripheral 
field lines can ensure such angles at short mean free paths (for a dipole magnetic field). For this reason, even in the absence of 
curvature photons, e.g., when Compton photons prevail, as in the case considered below, the complete cone, as well as the 
corresponding two-humped curve, can be formed. 
    
The energy density U of these oscillations can be estimated using the power RI  of the radio 
radiation through the waveguide 
wRR UcI Σ= , 2ww R~ πΣ , (1) 
where wR  is the radius of the waveguide for which various models exist (see, e. g., [10]). The 
sense of the index R in the energy density is to be shown bellow. The radius wR  will be 
considered bellow as a parameter such that PCw RR << , where c/RRRPC ∗∗≈ Ω  is the polar 
cap radius, 6~ 10R cm∗   is the neutron star radius, P/2πΩ =  is the angular velocity of pulsar 
rotation. 
According to [1], the power of radio radiation from most pulsars is  27R 10~I s/erg10
30− , 
so that the energy density RU  at the parameters 
30.1 , ~ 10wP s R cm= is equal to 
10 13 3~ 10 10 /RU erg сm− .  (2) 
This energy density is much higher than the energy density 6 3~ 10 /TU erg cm  of the thermal 
radiation from the pulsar polar cap (for the polar cap temperature К10~T 5PC ).  
The frequency of the radio radiation excited in the gap is bounded from below by the time-
of-flight τ  of accelerated electrons through the vacuum gap: 
h
c22 π
τ
πω ≈≥ ,  (3) 
where h  is the gap height. Condition (3) for 4~ 10h cm  provides 16 s10 −≥ω .  
Another low-frequency bound is associated with the condition of the yield of radio radiation 
through the waveguide wR≤λ (λ  is the wavelength), or 3 
wR
c2πω ≥ . (4) 
The low-frequency cut-off of the radio spectrum 1ω  is defined by the more hard condition from 
(3) and (4). For the parameters ,s1.0P =  310wR cm≈  the bound (4) yields 18 s10 −≥ω .  It is 
important that the waveguide radius wR  and gap height are functions of the pulsar parameters 
and can be strongly different. For fast rotating pulsars with PCRh < [3], the relation h~Rw  is 
possible and conditions (3) and (4) coincide with each other. In this case, even the longest 
wavelength modes can be emitted through the waveguide. When hRw < , there are “locked” 
                                                 
3 In general, on has to consider the activation character of the dispersion law in the waveguide and the 
resonator, but it does not act on the estimations. 
modes within the frequency range min 1ω ω ω< <  which are not transmitted through the 
waveguide. In this case, the energy density of the oscillations in the resonator can be much 
higher than value (2) based on the radio radiation (2). Therefore, estimate (2) is valid only when 
the contribution from the locked modes with wR<λ  to the energy density is insignificant. The 
existence of the locked modes must also affect the intensity of hard radiation appearing due to 
the inverse Compton scattering.  
In this work, the high-frequency bound is estimated using high-frequency cutoff in the radio 
radiation spectrum 
1109
max s1010~
−−≤ωω . (5) 
Let us note that the frequency maxω  has the order of the plasma frequency plω  determined by 
the Goldreich-Julian charge density )c2/(BGJ πΩρ
GG ⋅−=  above the polar cap as 
2 4 /pl GJe mω π ρ= , it corresponds to the upper surface of the considered resonator. The frequency 
range in the spectrum of hard radiation appearing due to the inverse Compton scattering of radio 
radiation by electrons in the gap is linked (see below) with the frequencies  minω  and maxω .  
Let us estimate the contribution of the locked modes to the energy density of the low-
frequency oscillations in the gap. The total energy density U of the low-frequency oscillations 
can be written as tr RU U U= + , where trU  is the contribution of the locked modes. For isotropic 
distributions we can write 
∫= 1
min
d)(UUtr
ω
ω
ωω , ∫= max
1
d)(UUR
ω
ω
ωω . (6) 
Assuming that the spectral power distribution of the pulsar radio emission has the form  
R~)(I αωω − , (7) 
where Rα  is the radio spectral index, we consider the distribution as isotropic with the same 
spectral index ( ) RU αω ω−∝  in the whole frequency range maxmin ωωω ≤≤ . In the case of 
falling spectrum 1Rα >  for quantity /tr RU Uµ =  we have 
1 1
1 min
min 1
1
R Rα αω ωµ ω ω
− −⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞≈ −⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
. (8) 
The possibility of significant energy concentration in the locked modes can be seen for 
min 1ω ω<< . If wRh >  then we have h/c2~min πω , w1 R/c2~ πω  and (8) can be estimated as 
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The estimation of the locked modes contribution in the energy density of low-frequency field is  
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The average energy density U can also be estimated from the conservation law for the 
electromagnetic field energy in the cavity excited by the external discharge currents. Actually, 
the field energy conservation law yields 
______
~ex
___
EjSdiv
GGG −= , where SG  is the Poynting vector, exj
G
 
is the density of the external currents of the sparks and ~E
G
 is strength of the low-frequency 
electric field, the bar means the averaging over time. Integrating this equation on the resonator 
volume and using the Gauss’ theorem, we obtain (omitting the bars in other terms) 
 ∫∫ −= dVEjdS ______~ex GGGG Σ . (11) 
Note that the power emitted in the radio band is ∫ == wRR cUdSI ΣΣGG , where ),1/(UUR µ+=  
)4/(E~U 2~ π , and estimating the integral in the right side as 
_______
~ ~ex GJ PCj E dV c E hη ρ≤ ⋅ ⋅ Σ∫ GG , 
we find  
2 2 24 (1 ) ( / ) ( )PC w GJU hπ µ η ρ≤ + Σ Σ ⋅ ⋅ . (12) 
Here 1<η  is the ratio of averaged density of spark current to the Goldreich-Julian current 
density GJGJ cj ρ= . It follows from here under the parameters given above that 
16 2 2 310 (1 ) /U erg cmη µ≤ + .  
Let us estimate the cavity Q-factor δω 2/=Q , where δ is the damping decrement of the 
low-frequency field. This decrement can be expressed in terms of the energy loss due to radiation 
as )W2/(W−=δ = )h)1(2/(c PCw ΣµΣ + , where PCW U h= ⋅Σ ⋅  is the electromagnetic 
oscillation energy in the cavity, )1/(cUIW wR µΣ +−=−=  is the energy loss due to radiation 
through the waveguide, 2PCPC RπΣ =  is the polar cap area. Finally we have for the Q-factor 
( ) ( )
23
6 1 4
10 11 70 1
10 10
PC
w w
h cm sQ h
c s cm R P
ω ωµ µ − ⎛ ⎞Σ ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= + ⋅ ⋅ ≈ + ⋅ ⋅ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟Σ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠  (13) 
For parameters s1.0P = , 310wR cm= , 43 10h cm= ⋅  and spectral index of the radio emission 
3R =α  we have 310~µ  and the Q-factor according to (13) can vary from 210  to 610 . 
3. THE COMPTON GAMMA RADIATION AND ITS POWER ESTIMATION  
The inverse Compton scattering (Fig. 2) of the low-frequency radiation by ultrarelativistic 
electrons in the gap must cause powerful X and gamma radiation (Compton radiation). Let us 
determinate the scattered photon energy and estimate the power of this radiation. 
                       
Fig.2. Scheme of inverse Compton scattering. Here r  denotes a photon of radio emission 
excited in the gap, X or γ denote X or gamma photon.  
The scattered photon energy γω=  is given by 
θ
θωωγ ′−
−=
cos1
cos1
c
V
c
V
== , (14) 
where 21cV −−= Γ  is the electron velocity, ω  − initial radio emission frequency, θ ,θ′  − 
angles between the momenta of initial and final photons and the magnetic field. Taking into 
account that because of relativistic aberration 2/1~cos)c/V(1 Γθ− , we obtain the frequency 
of scattered photon 
2
c
V2 )cos1( ΓωθΓωωγ ≈−= . (15) 
This radiation belongs to X and gamma ranges.  
As it is known [13], a strong magnetic field implies significantly on Compton scattering due 
to resonance and quantum effects. But for our frequency range and the field values such effects 
are as a rule negligible. However, as it was shown by Blandford and Scharlemann [14], a 
Compton scattering on ultra relativistic electrons oscillating strictly along the very high magnetic 
field is strongly suppressed due to transverse character of waves and relativistic aberration. More 
important (but also suppressed) is the Compton scattering due to electron drift oscillations [14] in 
the pulsar magnetic field and electric field of low-frequency radiation (Fig. 3). 
 Fig. 3. The scheme of electron drift oscillation in the pulsar magnetic field B
G
 and electric field 
~E
G
 of low-frequency radiation in the gap, 2~
d
~ B/]B,E[cV
GGG = is the oscillation drift velocity. 
The differential cross-section of Compton scattering in the electron rest frame with the drift 
influence (see Fig. 3) is given by [14] 
θθπΩΩθθω
ωσ ′′=′′′++= dsin2d,d)cos1)(cos1(
4
rd 222
B
22
e , (16) 
where )cm/(eBB =ω , )cm/(er 22e = . Using the Lorentz transformations for angles and 
frequency, we obtain the scattering cross-section on ultrarelativistic electron in the laboratory 
frame 
Ωθ
θ
ω
ωσ ′′−
−= d
)cos1(
)cos1(
rd 2
c
V
2
c
V
2
B
2
2
e . (17) 
The denominator in (17) corresponds to relativistic aberration. In the region of small angles 
Γθ /1~′ , giving the main contribution into scattering, we have 2cV /1~cos1 Γθ′− , so in this 
region 4~/ ΓΩσ ′dd .  
Integrating (17) over Ω′d , we find the total scattering cross-section 
2
c
v
2
B
22
T )cos1( θω
Γωσσ −=       (L-frame), (18) 
that can be written in relativistic-invariant form  
2
B
2
2
T m
)kp(
ωσσ = , (19) 
where ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛= p,
c
p Gε , ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛= k,
c
k
Gω  are 4-momentum of electron and wave 4-vector of initial photon 
and their scalar product is )cos1(mpk c
V θωΓ −= . In the electron rest frame we 
have )0,mc(p = ,  ωmpk =  and the total scattering cross-section is given by 
 2
B
2
T ω
ωσσ =                       (R-frame), (20) 
it is the same that is obtained from (16) after integrating over the angles. 
The probability kd)k,k(w 3 ′′ GG of Compton scattering of radio emission photon with emitting 
of gamma photon with wave vector in the interval kd 3 ′  can be written as [15] 
( ) ΩθΩσ ′−′=′′ dcos1ddckd)k,k(w cV3
GG
, 
Using (17), we obtain 
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Let us estimate the total power γI  of the Compton radiation  
∫ ∫= xdd)r,(f)(qI 3ΓΓΓγ G , (22) 
where f  is the distribution function of electrons accelerated by the longitudinal electric field in 
the gap, q  is the power of the Compton radiation per particle. Taking into account the influence 
of the pulsar magnetic field and low-frequency oscillations excited in the gap, the electron 
energy losses in the resonator due to the scattering on low-frequency modes with the power-law 
spectrum (6) is given by [14] 
4
T
3
3
3
R Ucgkd
)2(
kd2)k(N)k,k(w)(q ΓσπωΓ =′′′= ∫ GGG= , (23) 
where in our case  
max
min
1 2
min2
24 1 ,
5
R RR
B
B
eBg d
m c
ω
α α
ω
α ω ω ω ωω
− −−= ⋅ =∫ , (24) 
and )k(NR
G
 implies the distribution function of the radio emission photons that can be written 
as )3(R Rconst)k(N
αω +−⋅=G . Normalizing it to the wave energy density in the resonator 
3
3
R
)2(
kd2)k(NU πω
G=∫=  
we obtain  
)3(1
minR
32
R RRU)1(
c)k(N αα ωωαπ +−− ⋅−= =
G
. (25) 
Let us note that in the absence of the influence of the magnetic field (and the electron drift) on 
Compton scattering the cross-section would be given by the Thomson formula and the Compton 
energy losses would be [16] 2T3
4 Uc)(q ΓσΓ =  instead of (23). Comparing with (23), we see 
that in the presence of the strong magnetic field the Thomson cross-section must be replaced 
accordingly  
2
TT g4
3 Γσσ → ,    
21 3 12
414 min max
6 1 10 1
10~ 2 10 10
10 10
R R
R
Gg
s s B
α α
α ω ω− −−−
− −
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
.  (26) 
The small parameter 2B )/( ωω in the cross-section of Compton scattering (16) makes the 
Compton energy losses (23) much smaller than in the case of scattering on free electrons. This 
smallness in scattering may be compensated by both the factor 2Γ  and higher value of the 
energy densityU  of the low-frequency oscillations in the gap, compatible with the processes of 
the particle acceleration up to Lorentz factor values 87 1010 −≈Γ . 
Indeed, the distribution function f  can be written as 
))z((n)r,(f e ΓΓδΓ −=G , (27) 
( en  is the electron concentration in the gap), where the electron Lorentz factor )z(Γ  obeys the 
equation of motion  
)z(
cm
Ug)z(
Rcm3
e2)z(E
cm
e
dz
)z(d 4
2
T4
2
c
2
2
||2 Γ
σΓΓ −−= , (28) 
where )z(E||  is the longitudinal electric field in the gap for which there are various models, 
77 10 seccR cm P= ⋅ ⋅  is the curvature radius of magnetic force line. In Eq. (28) the first term 
describes the electron acceleration in the field )z(E|| , the second and third ones describe the 
energy losses due to curvature radiation and inverse Compton scattering. Substituting (23) and 
(27) into (22), we find  
4
weT
4
weT hUncg~dz)z(UncgI ΓΣσΓΣσγ ⋅⋅⋅≈ ∫  (29) 
for the power of the hard radiation exiting the waveguide, where Γ  is the maximum value of 
electron Lorentz factor achieved in the gap and determined by the most effective mechanism of 
energy loss. When the condition 
                
T
2
c
2
min
gR3
e2UU σ=>>
28 25
14
3
10 102.3 10
c
cm erg
R g cm
−⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= ⋅ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
                                        (30) 
takes place, the energy losses due to inverse Compton scattering predominate over the curvature 
radiation losses. In this case one can omit the second term in the right side of Eq. (28) and the 
maximum Lorentz factor in the gap is determined by inverse Compton scattering. Its estimation 
is given by 
3
1
zUg
cm
T
2
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛≈
ΓσΓ , (31) 
where Γz is the height above the pulsar surface at which the maximum of Γ  is achieved. The 
height Γz  can be obtained from the equation 
3
1
Ug
)mc(z)z(eE
T
42
3/4
|| ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛=⋅ σΓΓ . (32) 
As a result the ratio of the power of the pulsar Compton radiation to the power of its radio 
emission can be estimated using (1), (8) and (23) as 
4
eT
R
hng
I
I Γσµγ ⋅⋅≈ . (33) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tab.1. Observed powers of three pulsars in the radio [1] and gamma range [12]. 
The observed powers of radio emission and gamma radiation for three pulsars are given in 
Tab.1, from which one can see that 54R 1010~I/I −γ . In our model such value of ratio RI/Iγ  
can be obtained only due to the locked modes contribution with the 310≈µ . Such value of µ  
can be obtained for parameters cmh 4102 ⋅= , 8103 ⋅=Γ , 312105 −⋅= сmne , 26102g −⋅= . 
The minimum 1γω  and maximum 2γω  frequencies of the Compton gamma radiation can be 
estimated by the frequency interval of radio emission in the gap 
2
max2
2
min1 , ΓωωΓωω γγ ≈≈ .  (34) 
The estimations of electron Lorentz factor Γ  and frequency interval of the Compton 
radiation depend on the model of the longitudinal electric field in the gap. In the model with 
suppressed exit of particles from the star surface [6] the longitudinal field takes a form 
c/)zh(B)z(E|| −= Ω , where B is the magnetic field near the surface of star. The maximal 
electron Lorentz factor, the acceleration length and Compton gamma radiation frequencies can 
be estimated in this case using (31), (32) and (34) as 
 B0531+21 
Crab 
B0833-45 
Vela 
B1951+32 
RI , erg/s 4 · 10
31 1.6 · 1029 8 · 1028 
γI , erg/s 5 · 10
35 8.6 · 1033 2.5 · 1034 
RI/Iγ  1.25 · 10
4 5.37 · 104 3.15 · 105 
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, (35) 
1
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,                              (37) 
where  
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The longitudinal electric field in the model with free exit [17] (with general relativity 
corrections [3]) is given by 
)zh(za
cR4
B3)z(E
*
|| −= Ω , 
where m*
3
*g cossinc/Rcos)R/R(4a ϕχΩχ += , *g R2.0~R  is the neutron star 
gravitational radius, χ  is an angle between the magnetic axis and the rotation one, mϕ  is an 
azimuth angle relatively to the pulsar magnetic axis. Analogously to (35) − (37) we find 
1
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 (40) 
For low-frequency emission satisfying the conditions (3) and (5) the Compton radiation belongs 
to X and gamma regions of the spectrum. 
It is necessary to note that in the considered case the effective acceleration of electrons is 
possible under much higher energy density of low-frequency emission in the gap than under 
scattering on free electrons without the influence of magnetic field. Due to this and because of 
the locked modes contribution the energy density of low-frequency oscillations in the gap can 
be significantly higher than its estimation (2) based on the pulsar radio emission.  
 
4. SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION OF COMPTON GAMMA RADIATION 
Let us consider the spectral distribution of the gamma radiation resulting from inverse 
Compton scattering of the radio emission by electrons in the gap. It can be expressed as 
∫∫ ′= )r,k(Nddydx)c2( 2)z,(I
w
3
3 GG= γ
Σ
γ Ωπ
ωω  (41) 
where )r,k(N GGγ  is extremely anisotropic distribution function of the Compton photons which is 
given by the kinetic equation 
3( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )Rc N k r d d k w k k f r N k rz γ γ γ
∂ = Γ ⋅ Γ∂ ∫
G G G GG G G . (42) 
From (41) and (42) we find 
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Integrating (42) we have supposed that 0N
0z
==γ , neglecting the thermal X-photons [18] 
emitted by the hot polar cap of the star. Substituting (21), (25) and (27) into (43) we obtain  
∫ ′′−≈ −−− z
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for the spectrum of the gamma radiation. From (44) one can see the connection between indexes 
of spectral distributions of low-frequency (radio) and Compton (gamma) photons:  
R~)(I,~)(I,2 RR
ααγγ ωωωωαα γ −−−= . (45) 
The comparing of the EGRET data [19] on pulsar gamma radiation and the data on their radio 
emission is given in Tab. 2-4. For PSR B0531+21 (Crab), B0833-45 (Vela) and J0633-1746 
(Geminga) one sees a satisfactory coincidence with obtained connection of spectral indexes (45). 
 
PSR αR αγ αR − αγ 
Crab 
B0531+21  
2.9 ± 0.4 
[20] 
1.07 ± 0.03 
[19] 
1.83 ± 0.4 
Vela 
B0833-45  
2.9+1.1-0.8 
[21] 
0.54 ± 0.01 
[19] 
2.36+1.1-0.8 
Geminga  
J0633-1746 
2.65 ± 0.2 
[22] 
0.39 ± 0.02 
[19] 
2.26 ± 0.2 
Tab.2. Pulsar spectral indexes in radio and gamma emissions with index difference about 2. 
Spectral indexes of other known pulsars are given in Tab. 3 and 4. It is seen that for the two 
pulsars from Tab. 3 the difference γαα −R  approaches 1 and for the three pulsars from Tab. 4 
the spectral indexes have close values γαα ~R , which does not correspond the applied model of 
emission (scattering) 4 .  
 
 
 
 
Tab.3. Pulsar spectral indexes in radio and gamma emissions with the index difference near 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
Tab.4. Pulsar spectral indexes with close index values in radio and gamma ranges 
The pulsar B1706-44 (Tab. 4) in the gamma spectrum may have a kink under photon energy 
1GeVω ==  [28] then its spectral index increases by 1: γα = 09.027.0 ±  for GeV1<ω= and 
γα = 13.025.1 ±  for GeV1>ω= . In the model under consideration the kink can arise due to the 
transition from the scattering on the locked modes to the scattering on the radio emission when 
GeV1~21Γω= , where 1 2 / wc Rω π≈ . For the Lorentz factor 810~Γ  such transition appears at 
the frequency 181 s10~
−ω  which corresponds to the waveguide radius 3~ 10wR cm .  
For the pulsar B1055-52 there are no data on the radio emission spectrum, the corresponding 
spectral index in gamma-rays is γα = 0.50 ± 0.13 [19]. For considered emission mechanism the 
spectral index in radio according to (45) may be equal 13.05.22R ±≈+= γαα . 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
In this work we suggest a model of pulsar emission in which a powerful coherent emission 
arises in a vacuum gap above the star polar cap. The gap is considered as a resonator [4], excited 
by sparks in a longitudinal electric field. The pair production is suppressed near the magnetic 
axis because of low curvature of magnetic force lines that leads to the formation of waveguide 
                                                 
4 The case γαα ~R  might arise when electromagnetic oscillations are excited in the pulsar outer gap [29, 1], where 
the magnetic field is much weaker than near the star surface. In this case  Bωω >  and the scattering cross-section 
T~ σσ  would not depend on the frequency that leads to Rααγ = . The case 1R =− γαα  might correspond to 
intermediate situation B~ ωω  in the laboratory frame. 
PSR αR αγ αR − αγ 
J0218+4232 2.92 [24] 1.6 [23] 1.32 
B1951+32  1.6 [24] 0.78 ± 0.09 [19] 0.82 ± 0.09 
PSR αR αγ αR − αγ 
B1509-58 0.37 [25] 0.68 ± 0.09 [19] -0.31 ± 0.09 
B1046-58 0.96 [26] 1.0 ± 0.10 [27] -0.04 ± 0.10 
B1706-44  0.53 [23] 0.56 ± 0.05 [19] -0.03 ± 0.05 
through which the radio emission leaves the resonator5. The spectral properties of the radio 
emission can be related with resonator and waveguide parameters. Inverse Compton scattering 
of the radio emission on the electrons in the gap on the one hand leads to X and gamma 
radiations of pulsars through the waveguide, and on the other hand it restricts the achieved 
energies of particles accelerated in the gap. That is why the gamma radiation and the radio 
emission must be linked each other. Some observational consequences of this relation have been 
predicted. In particular, the minimum and maximum frequencies of the Compton radiation 
according to (37) or (40) correlate with the frequency interval of the radio emission and must 
depend on the energy density of the low-frequency emission in the resonator. The relation (45) 
between the spectral indexes of power radiation in radio and gamma frequency ranges has been 
obtained. The ratio of the gamma to radio power radiation (33) and the relation of spectral 
indexes (45) do not defy the observation data for a number of pulsars.   
The locked modes play an important role in the considered model. That is the part of low-
frequency radiation in the gap unable to pass the waveguide if the condition (4) does not take 
place. Their contribution to the energy density of low-frequency emission is determined by the 
ratio of the gap height to the waveguide radius. One can see from (8) and (9) a considerable 
concentration of energy in the locked modes is possible that may affect on the power of the 
Compton gamma radiation and its connection with the pulsar radio emission. In general, the 
spectral index for the locked modes may differ from its value Rα  for the observed radio 
emission. In this case a kink in the pulsar gamma radiation spectrum may appear. 
 We thank V. S. Beskin, I. F. Malov, S. A. Petrova and O. M. Ul’yanov for the important 
discussions and notices. We also thank S. A. Petrova for pointing to R. Blandford and E. 
Scharlemann paper [14]. 
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